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Abstract
Questiou Does the upward shift of species and accompaded
increase in species ricbness, induced by climate chalge, lead
to homogenization of Alpine summit vegeration?
I"ocatiou: Bemina region of the Swiss Alps.
Methods: Based on a data set ftom pleyious literature we
expard the analysis ftom species richness to beta-diversity
ard spatial heterogereity. Species compositions of mou ain
summits are compared using a two-componetrt hetercgene-
Ity colcapt including the mean and the variance of SorerNcll
similadties calculated between the summits. Non-metric
mulddimensiolal scaling is apptied to explore dcvelopments
of sitgle summits in detail.
Resultsr Both heterogeneity components (mean dissimiladty
and variance) decrease over time, i[dicating a tend towards
more homogeneous vegetation among Alpine summits,
However, the development on single summits is not strictly
unidirectional,
Conclusions: The upward shift of plant specie.s leads to
nomogenization of alpine summit regions. Thus, increasing
alpha-diversity is accompanied by decreasing beta-diversity.
Beta-diversity demands higherrecognition by scientisrs as well
a8 naturc conservationists as it detects chanses which cannot
be described using species richness alone.

Kewords: Bemina; Beta_dive$ity; climate change; Hetero-
Eeneity; Lenglgrm rn.niroring; Non-metric Multidimensional
öcaling; Similariry; Species compositiont Swiss Alps.

Abbreviations: NMDS = Non-metric Multidimensional Scal-
tngi Rmse = root mean square enor.

Inhoiluction

Shifts in species distributions have been linked in-
creasingly to climate change (e.g. Grabhen et al. 1994i
Hughes 2000; Walther et al. 2001; Parmesan & Yohe
2003; Root et al. 2003). Experiments have proven a causal
link between warming and species responses: modified
competitive power or changes in reproductive success
lead to changes in species composition (Chapin et al.
1995; Hafie & Shaw 1995; Arft et al. 1999). However,
with such experiments neither broad-scale nor long-
ierm range shifts can be detected. Long-tem data sets
are needed to estimate and predict lange sh.ifts due to
climate chango (Grabhen et al. 200 1 ).

Alpine rsgions show shong gradients in abiotic con-
ditiom and contain highly specialized biota (Grabhen
I 997). Therefore they are especially suited for long-term
observational studies of range shifls rclaled to climate
change. High-alpine plant species are thought to be tem-
perature-limiM and thus changes in their distributions
can be directly intelpreted as chang€s in temperature
(Grabhen et al. 2001). Furthermore, alpine regions
appear to be subject to more rapid response to climate
warming than other regions (Beniston 2003). Numerous
studies show that there is an upward shift of plant species
(Hofer 1992; Grabhen er al. 1994; Walther €t al' 2001i

Kultman 2002; Parmesan & Yohe 2003; Walther et al'

2005). All these snrdies indicate an increase in species

number without loss of species. However, Klanderud &

Birks (2003) find reduced occunence of less competi-

tive species native to the highest altitudes in a long-t€m

comparative study in Norway.
Üp to oot", most studies on climate change and

diversity focused on species richness, but conselvation

and management decisions. as well as scientiflc inves-

tieations Ägarding the influence of global change on

eJosvstems, should be based on a comPrchensiYe meas-

urernent of Uloaiuersjty (Anon' 2005a)' Beta-diversity

oi f'"iooetn";ty it un additional important factor in this

regard (V;llend 2001;Su et aI 2004) It is a key concept
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for understanding ecosystem function, conservation of
biodiversity, and ecosystem management (Legendre et al'
2005; Balvanera et al. 2002; Condit et al. 2002; Kluth &
Bruelheide 2004). However, up to now none ofthe studies
focusing on the impact of climate change incorporates the
question ofhomogenizatiotr which is intensively debaled
in the rcsearch ar€a of invasive species (e.g. McKinney
2004; Kähn & Klotz 2006; Olden et al. 2006; see spesial
iswe of Biological ConsemationYol. 127). In general,
biodiversity can decrease for two reasons: First, species
may go exlinct. Second, beta-diversity might decrease as
specialized species are replaced by ubiquitous species.
The resulting homogenization can lead to a rcduction of
spatial biotic diversity (McKinney 2005).

At global to continental scales biotic heterogeneity
is expected to increase with climate warming because
of asymmehies in warming trends (Walther et aL nOD.
However, homogenization due to invasions and range
shifts might contradict this pattem. The pool of species
which benefit ftom warming by expanding thet ranges
upward in a specific alpine region is largely the same for
all summits of that region. That is why we hypothesize
that the increase in species richness (alpha-diversity) on
mountain summits - which is driven by climate change
- is accompanied by homogenization, expressed as a
decJease in differentiation Oeta-diversity or heterogene-
ity) between summits. We use a long-tem data set from
the literature which covers three points in time to test
this hypothesis.

Material and Methods

Data set

,,. 
The data used for the analysis were assembled by

Walther et al. (2005) during a resurvey of mountain sum_
lx:s^ylri:l qd bTn studied prior to 1907 ßüber 191 2) and
ln- 19E5 (Hofer 1992). Tbis analysis included ten summits
of the Bemina Crcup in the Swiss Alps. Eight summits
consist-of siliceous rcck, two of calcareous rock (piz
Alv and Piz Tgchtiffer, Table I ). In all three ,u*.yr, th"

uppennost l0 m of each summit was searched in detail
and the presence of vascular plant species was recorded.
One exception was Piz Langurd where 30 m was studied
(for details see Walther et al. 2005).

The calcareous summits differ substantially from
the summits underlain by siliceous rock regarding
their abiotic features, as well as their species inventory
(Walther et al, 2005). As there were not enough rcpli
cates to overcome such a high initial noise, we omitted
the calcareous summits ffom the analysis. For the same
reason we excluded Piz Trovat, as the top ofthis summit
is 'completely composed ofloose scree' (Hofer 1992). It
showed the lowest species numbers at all sampling dates
(8, 8, ald 7 species respectively) and strong, trendless
differences between the surveys. The main difference
was that two species were absent in the second sampling
but were found in the fßt and tifud sampling. Therefore
we assumed that the highly dynamic substrate dominates
the species composition ofthis summit and conceals all
other trends.

We used the recorded presence data artd applied the
following procedures to describe and analyse heteroge-
neity of the data set based on dissimilarity between the
summits.

Assessing spatial hetero geneity

We use the dissimilarity between summits as a de-
scriplor of spatial pattems ofbiodiyersity or more specifi-
cally as a measure of differentiation, or heterogeneity,
among landscape patches of a similar habitat type. In this
way it is a measure of beta-diversity (whiu*er 1972),
i.e, the dissimilarity in species composition measured as
the complement of the S6rensen similarity coefncient
( 1-p.,*) (Sdrensen 1948; for a broad discussion ofbinary
similarity indices see Koleff et at. 2003).

TWo components of heterogeneity are distinguished.
The mean dßsimilarit! component wliLch can be com-
pared to attempts by Williams (1996) or Lennon et al.
(2001) was calculated as the mean of all dissimilarities
between a focal mountain summit and all other sumrnits

3:f-l'?t::Itlu9" g.linvestigated mourtain summirs located at urM wcs84. The last thlee (in italics) were not included in thean ysls due to their differences in bedrock and morphology.

Lns Souß
Piz Languald
Piz Chatschcders
Piz Minor
Piz dnls trjs
Piz Lagatb
(PiaTtovat)
(Pi. Tschüet)

gnerss
gneisß
gncbs
g$eiis
gnshs, rnic! slate
gnerss, mica slate
gnerss
g0erss
dolotrdte
doionite

compact
compact

29'19
3262
2986
3049
3041
29s9
3t46
3123
2975

2979
3262
2986
3049
3041
2959
3146
3123
2975

compacl linb scr€c
compact, fine sclee
compact, fine scree
compact, blocks, fine scrce

compact, fine scree
blocks, 6!e sclee

790891
793294
7n950
798946
799680
798(/�2
794660
796814
796744
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Data points of dissimilarity matrices are not inde_
pendent. Furthemore, our sample size is rather small
- for each sampling period, z equals the number of sum_
mits (7). Therefore meaa dissimiladty of the summits
was compared between the different time steps using a
permutation procedure. The mean dissimilaritv values
for all summits of each sampling date are coroiil"d -a
the difference in mean between two sampling dates is
calculated (delta). Then the valuss ofthese two sampling
dates are put into a combined set fiom which two ran-
dom sets of the same size as the original sets are drawn,
The difference in mean betw@n these random sets is
calculat€d and stored (pemuted deltas). Repeating the
last step 1000 times provides a porential significance
level ofp < 0.001 by testing the origina.l delta against
the distibution of the pernuted deltas. Because of the
small sa.mple size and as we arc testing agajnst 1000
permutations all differcnces in mean with p > 0.0 1 ue
understood to be not significant.

Non-m*ic multidimensional scaling (NMDS)

For illusbation and interyrctation ofthe heterogeneity
analysis rcsults, we applied a non-metric multidimen-
sional scaling (Kruskal 1964) with the species data of
all included summits and time steps. Here, NMDS was
conducted accoding to the procedure rccommended
by Minchin (1987), which is based on the algorithm
deseribed by Kruskal (1964) and Mather (1976) with
several random starts tio find the best global solution, An
important factor describing the quality of the solution
is the stress. It is a measure of the mismatch between
distance measures and tlrc distance in ordination sPace'
Stuess values smaller than 20 generally lead to usable
picturEs and interprctations (Kruskal 1964; Ctarke I 993).
Again, the S/rensen-based coefficisnt (1-Br'r) was
used to quantify the dissimilarity in species composi-
tion between summits. The NMDS was calculated with
tbe function metaMDS in the package vegan (Oksanen

et al. 2005) for lhe R statistics system (Anon. 2005b).
It was conducted with the presence/absence data and
metaMDS was used with defaults (two-dimensional
solution. maximüm number of random starts = 50).

Fig. 1. Hetercgeneity measuement. The arang€ment approxi-
mat$ the aatual geographic position ofthe $mmits. lvidth of
arrows represenh dre similarity behveen the focal summit (gey
hiangle) and the other summits (white tdangles). To incorporaö
the spread or variabiliry of rhe similarities, the deviation ofeacb
single similarity value from the mean is taken into account (the
grey line r€pr€sents the mean similarity and light grey bals rep-
resent the deviation). The stacked bar r€presents the aggogated
measure, with standard deviatioD of the deviatioß ftom the
meafl in light grey, and mean ofmean dissimi]arity values in
black. Dissimilarity is measured as (l -pdm) where psrnis
me sdrenscn dissimilarity index.

rn the data set (see Fig. l).
't o mcorpomte the variance of the dissimilarities cal-

culated for a focal summit. we accounted for the deviation
0f each dissimilarity value from the mean. We call it the
variance componen. The higher it is for a given sum-
mit 

. the more variable (hetetgeneous) the calculated
olssrmilari$es are between this summit and the other
summits in the data set. Furthermore, the variance of tlle
vadance componelts can be seen as a measure of spatial
neterogeneity itself . Thus, decreasing variance indicates
t[creasing homogeneity. For a pmper representation
or the spread around the mean we uss the standard de-
viation of the dissirnilaritv values calculated for a focal
summit. See Fig. 1 for a jraphical representation of rhe
concepi

As rve investigated the changes of the dissimilarity
structure over üme in a constant spatial configuration.
we are not affected by the inherent problems of distance
cecay due to unevenly spaced objects (Tobler 1970;
r€gendrc 1993; Nekola & whire 1g9g), It is likely, that
tnere is a variability in the dissimilarity values which is

^based on spatial configuration, but it is not responsible
ror changes in time. Therefore we did not accoünt for
spatial auto-corelation in our analysis.
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Results

The two heterogeneit! conponßnts

The mean dissimiladty components decrease over
time (Fig. 2a). The declease is significant on the p <
0.001 level ftom 1907 to 1985 and ftom 1907 to 2003.
However, it is not signifcant for the last time step ( 1985
1o 2003, for details see Fig. 2a). The values ofthe variance
component are also dropping significantly from 1907 to
2003. Analogously to the mean dissimilarity component
the decrease is less pronounced for the variance com-
ponetrt between 1985 and 2003, but it is still significant
(, < 0.01). However, ftom 1907 to 1985 there is no
significant decrease in the variance component (see Fig.
2a). From the boxplot in Fig. 2b a change in spread of
the values is apparent. An increase ftom 1907 to l9g5
is followed by a deüease from I 985 to 2003. The vari-
ance of these values is itself a measure of heterogeneity.
To test whether the change in variance is significant we

1907 1985

2003

employed Levene's test for the unequality of variances.
Although Fig. 2b depicts changing variances, they do
not differ significandy between the three sampling dates
(F-ratio = 3.56 with p = 0.05).

S utrnnit specifc dev elnpment s

Increasing species richness is accompanied by de-
creasing dissimilarity among summits (Fig. 3). Never-
theless, this general pattern of increasing homogeneity
and decreasing spatial variability is not uniform for all
summits. The development on Piz Lagalb and Munt Peß
was not uni-directional and less obvious as seen on the
barplots in Fig. 3. The sumrnit specific developments are
best rcflected in the NMDS plot shown in Fig. 4a which
depicts the dissimilarity sihation in the data sets. The
fuial shess value of 10.77 is very low, and the low rmse
implies that the probability is very high that the chosen
solution is the global solution.

It is evident ftom Fig. 4 that the different peaks do
not evolve linearly and in the same direction. On the
contrary a 'bact and forth' development can be seen in
Piz Languard, whereas most ofthe other summits exhibit
a somewhat 'hooked'development. .Hooked' means that
a displacement in one direction for time step 1 is roughly
orthogonal to the direction for the second time step. Only
Piz Minor and Piz dals l,ejs develop largely unidirectional
(broadly along axis 1). Munt Pers, piz Chatscheders, Piz
dals Lejs and Piz Minor show the strongest changes.

The direction of change in species composition
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I*:3.,P::r:t** "f heteroseneity rhrcush time: a. Mean
::ltJT,*tV componenl The decrease is significanr (testej
ylnl.ryT:titio! gocedure) ftom 1907 to1985 anä froirvu/ to 2O0^3_ (p < 0.001 for both), though less p.noo*"ä,
flt^lv,Ti' 

t985. anS 2003 (p = 0.027). b. \Lance component.r ne oecrease is significanr ftom 1907 to 2003 (, . O.öäi;;ä
lliillj,T io,m.O.:0.008). For reo? to re8si =0. r 34. is"_legeno,: thlck black line: median, lower box end: lst quartile,upper box end: 3rd qualtile, whiskers: extremes).

Fig. 3. Development on single summirs. for each from lett to
nght:.r 903- 1909 (Rribet I9t2); 1983- 1985 (Hofe r 1981); ?-003

\Yill"t T.95]: a. Species numbers generally increase (for
derarls.see-Walther er al. 2OO5). b. Me; dissi;ila ry (black)
g€nerally deqeas€s, development is not always uni-d ireitional
(see-prz tngalb, Mu[t pers;; the variance compongnt (white)

9:_Tl9v g":fT* -d devetopment is again not always uni-
orecuonal (Piz Lagalb and piz Minor deviate).
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over time seems to be similar for Las Sours and Munt
Pers whereas the development on Piz Chatscheders was
different. Even though the direction of development is
different for the summiß, a clear üend can be seen: in
Fig. 4c the positions of the sulnlnits at the thrce time steps
arc oudined (shortest boundary) shovring that the sum-
mits are clumping closer together over time, indicating
a homogenization of species composition. This holds

O i,iu Pelg e PkMhor rl 1907(80bel)
O Lrrsouri Ä Plzdrtslejs r tg8t(tioled
6 PEL.ngu.d V Przlrgatb -
q| Prrorar$hedeß ' - ildq€r -

even true for summits not belonging to the same massif
although there are apparent differences between sunmits
ofdifferent ridges. Especially when the development over
time of the single summits is ta&en into account, three
groups according to the different massifs can be relatively
clearly distinguished in the NMDS plot (compare Fig.
4a, b). The most obvious is the dissimilarity of Munt
Pers which is clearly separateal from the other sünmits
on axis 2. In real geographical space the large Bernina
valley disconnects this sumnit (logether with the sum-
mit of Piz Trovat which is on the same ridge) from the
others. Piz Irgalb, Piz dals Lejs, and Piz Minor belong
to another group distinguishable from the group of Las
Sours, Piz Languard, and Piz Chatscheders mainly along
NMDS axis 1. Ln reality these groups are separated by
the da Fain valley,

Discussion

Homogenization

In the time period covered ( 1907-2003) mean dissimi'
larity of the investigated Alpine summits is decreasing,
indicating ongoing homogenization. However, initial
species composition, geographical position, and geo-
graphical context of individual summits have resulted
in the general tend not being reflected equally on all
summits. Another important issue might be the acces-
sibility and popularity to humans as vectors - canylng
and spreading diaspores - büt we have no data on tbis.
Nevertheless, we found an increase in the sprcad of the
variance component for 1985 (although it was not signifi-
cant). This might be due to the non-linear develoPments
on the different summits Piz dals Lejs and Piz lr4inor
exhibited comparatively high variance components in

1985 (Fig. 3b) leading to the large spread ofthe values'

These were amolgst the summits witb most dramatic

changes in species number and identity which started

from a rather low level. The inüease ofthe spread ofthe

variance componenl in the 1 980s might be due to delayed

developments on other sunmits. Futurc investigations

of the sümmits might help atswer this question'

When the position of the summits in ordination space

is compared to the position in geographical space' a

clear cängruence can be seen' This might have various

reasols. Ä simpl€ one could be that the summits share

diferent geographical distances' Summits which are geo-

sraphically closer are most likely !o have more specres

in Ärton ttt- t".ote sunmits. This distane decay of

;imilaritv is a weU known cbaracteristic of geograPhi-

cJ sysÄs (Condt et al. 2002; Nekola & white 1999)

aoa is ofttn "xptuin"d by the dispersal capacities of the

specres.

Axlr l

Fig.4. a. Map sketcb ofthe investigation area showing ridges'
valleys (see legend below b) and positio! of the summits. b.
NIvIDS-ordination of soecies comoositions of seven mounbin
peaks (symbols) at th; dme steps (grey scale). Shown is
tüe output after l9 Endom starts (fnal sftess = 10.77' rmse =
0,000037?, max residual = 0.000103) as then a global soludon
was found (see üext for details), c. Outlircs of the positions of
the summits in ordination spaca (short€st distance) show that
tlomogenization occuls.

/--ox

3"qq-l
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We did not account for spatial auto-correlation be-
cause the spatial configurations of the st]mlnits do mt
change over time. For that reason we are not able to tell
which part ofthe variance is dlrc to the spatial configula-
tion alone. It is possibte to partial out the space cornponent
(e.g. Borcard & I-egendre 1992; Wagner 2005), but one
needs !o test against tho variation causeil by environmen-
tal variables which we do not have. To obtail aa idea
about the influence of geographisal distarce on compo-
sitional simüarity we conducted a Mantel test (Legendre
1998). The results hint to a generally bigh importance of
spatial conüguration on the observed pattem although
there is much change between the time steps (Mantel
corrglations betwesncompositional similarity (Sdrensen)
and geographical distance between summits (Euclidean
distance): 1907 = -O.64 (p < 0.001), 1985 = -0.33 (ns),
2003 =-0.82 (p < 0.001)).

Especially in mountain regions the situation is even
morc complicated as the pool of available species for
colonization might differ - at least partially - on differ-
ent massifs due to baniers (e.g. deep mountain valleys
or ridges) which certain species cannot overcome or
which prolong the possible dispersal way. In Fig. 4a,
b the combined effect of geographical distance and
belonging to massifs or ridges is apparent although we
cannot tell which is more important. Howeve! we rather
want to focus on another poinf even summits on differ-
ent massifs become more similar. In 1907 the grouping
was much less apparent and the summits wete morc
distinct in species composition than they are in 2003.
Today the summits of tle Mi[or group are not only much
more similar to each other but also more similar to the
summits of the Languard group (which also have more
species in common now) from which they are separated
by the da Fain valley. This clearly illustrates the ongo_
ing homogenization. Such relations might also be the
reason for the hooked developmerts ofpiz Languard or
Piz Minor because wamring possibly changes dlispersal
ways. However tlese questions cannot be answereä with
the prcsented data and more reseaxch in this regard is
desirable.

Meeting at the top

When plant species ranges are shifting, it is to be
:lp:::"d 9" 

those tlaveiins upwards wiil meet spe_
cres aheady preseot. Walther et al. (2005) show tilat
there are currently morc species than there have beenrecorded betore on the investigated summits. They alsonnd that in general upto 2003 no species was losifrom
me sunmits. Afthough the patem is not as evident asme upward shifting, our results sbow that there is ahomogenization ofAJpine summits. Alpine r"gion, arevery special conceming the spatial organizatio; of fteir

biota and ecosystems. Because of the tremendous small-
scalg variation of environmental parameters, particularly
at mountain !ops, no peak is like another regarding its
environmental conditions. An ongoing homogenization
leads to a decrease in beta-diversity in Alpine summit
regions even ünugh alpha-diversity is increasing on the
sumnits. Different aspects of biodiversity develoP in
different directions. If only one of the aspects is taken
into account, wrong conclusions might be drawn. This
special example could be taken as a model for ecosystems
in general although it must be tested if our results can be
rcplicaled for other alpine regions as well

Biodive$ity is more than just species richness.
Therefore the assessment and analysis of ecosystems
has to include helerogen€ity (which can be expressed
by beta-dive.rsity) and possibly functional divetsity as
well (Beierkuhnleh 2001). Otherwise unreliable conclu-
sions might be &awn. Indeasing alpha-diversity means
increasing biodiversity and is thus positive ftom a conser-
vationist view. However, as this might be accompanied
by a decrease in betadversity it is not so simple. See
Gering et al. (2003), Sax & Gaines (2003), Legendre et
al. (2005), and Olden et al. (2006) for the impofiance of
beta-diversity in science and conservation.

Data set

If all ten summits of the original data set would be
included in the analysis, the observed tendencies are
generally the same, but less obvious and not signi€.cant
(neither for the maan dissimilarity nor for the variance
component). This implies that either the results are not
valid generally or that the sample size of rhe original data
set is too small relative to tlle noise level. The signiflcant
results for the reduced data set of similar abiotic condi-
rions support the second conclusion and indicate that
comparable environments which differed historica[y
in species composition are currently becoming more
similar, Nevertheless, the insignificant homogenization
effect for the whole data set implies that the effect is still
weaker than the variance in species composition due
to abiotic differences. This is not surprising regarding
the considerable differences in environmental condi-
tions betwe€n siliceous and calcareous rocks. At large
there is the same specios pool of possible colonizers for
all of the sunurits in the r€sion. More information on
environmental variables woild be needed to clarify the
reasons for the actual species composition but this is not
the scope of this conhibution.
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Conclusions

Our results indicate that the upward shift of plant
species might lead to a homogenization ofalpine summit
regions, i.e. a decreasing dissimilarity between summits.
Thus, increasing alpha-diversity is accompanied by de-
creasing beta-diversity. This shows that species richness
alone cannot be used as an indicator for the impact of
changing climate on biodiversity. One option miglt be to
study the reaction of single species to climate warming.
However, the reactions will presumably be ambivalent
ard results may not be easily generalized. A possibility
to incorporate single species reactions into the analysis
and thus widen our undetstanding regarding the impacts
of climate change on mountain biota is demonstrated in
the presented paper.

Studies not incorporating a comptehensive view on
diversity - adding at least differentiation (beta-) diversity
- should be evalualed with carc. Oür findings add to the
recent debate about the importance of beta-diversify:
beta-diversity demands greaterrecognitionby scientists
and nature conservationists as it delects changes which
cannot be described by species richness (Balvanera et
al. 2002; condit et al. 2002i Legendre et al. 2002) and is
able to widen our understanding ofecosystem processes
(Legendre et al, 2005).

_ Even though the trend ofhomogenization can clearly
be shown with this data set, it becomes apparent that the
effect is much weaker for the time step between 1985
and 2003. The reason might be that I 5 years is not a long
time for mountain-summit species. We still do not know
nuch about the life spans of plants smaller than tlees or
bushes, but availabte results suggest that these can be
quite long (e.g. Steinger et al, 1 996). This highlights the
hportance of long-term data sets for an understanding
of the effects of slobal chanee. Mthout such data sets
findings witl ofön be weali and statistical evidence
hard to obtain. Data on more summits would have been
desirable in the presented study but long-term and large
data sets are quite rare. As we can see by the problem of
different leclrock, such long-term monitoring sites have
to be chosen very carefully, with statistical requirements
and ecological theory in mind for being useful to futule
analyses. To gain further insight in the homogenizing
effect of climate change induced range shifts, more
research with larger data sets should be done.
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